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Dying with Christ in this sense is central to BULTMANN'S understanding of the saving significance of the cross. My understanding of Paul has been influenced by BULTMANN, both through appropriation and reaction, more than the few references to his work reveal. It is not to be supposed that this is primarily a study for or against BULTMANN. However, it does have implications for this question, and we will consider these implications in the appropriate place.

To determine whether Paul is making use of the motif of dying and rising with Christ it is not sufficient to look for the phrase σὺν Χριστῷ or the use of a verb compounded with σὺν. We are not dealing here with the *formula* σὺν Χριστῷ, comparable to εἰς Χριστόν, as LOHMEYER thought in his influential article. A formula is only present when there is a clear tendency to express an idea by a set phrase. Instead, we find a variety of formulations: with σὺν as an independent preposition, with σὺν attached to a verb, and with phrases which do not use σὺν at all. It is better, then, to speak of dying and rising with Christ as a *motif*. It is not a set phrase, but it is a set pattern of thought which has functions in Paul's thought and is used in constructions which show a definite consistency. The motif of dying and rising with Christ may be said to be present when Paul refers to the believers' participation in Christ's death or resurrection by means of a construction which relates two elements which stand in the same contrast to each other as "death" and "life" and are related in thought to these terms.

Paul's use of this motif falls into two major groups: the texts which refer to dying with Christ as a decisive, past event, and those which refer to dying with Christ as a present experience, especially in suffering. To these must be added two texts from I Thessalonians, where it is used with special reference to the future resurrection. We must begin our investigation with those passages which refer to dying with Christ as a past event.

*Note:* The Motif of Dying and Rising with Christ

In order to understand the significance of the verses in Rom. 6 which refer to dying and rising with Christ, it is essential that they be interpreted in their setting. This setting is the contrast of two dominions and their lords. The full significance of this setting will only be apparent when we see that closely related ideas occur in all of the passages which refer to dying with Christ as a decisive event in the past.

This setting has not been given sufficient importance in the interpretation of Rom. 6:1-5. One cause of this has been the desire to draw from these verses Paul's doctrine of baptism. This has resulted in the isolation of these verses from their context. The source for Paul's teaching on baptism consist only of scattered, occasional references made in connection with a particular problem or for purposes of exhortation. Rom. 6 appears to go more deeply into the question of baptism, and some interpreters see here the uniquely Pauline interpretation of baptism. However, we will see that in Rom. 6 also Paul is not primarily concerned to set forth an interpretation of baptism. Failure to recognize this has contributed to mistaken emphases in the interpretation of dying and rising with Christ.

The chapter is a single unit and is dominated by one major concern, that of answering certain objections which might be raised...
against the thesis of justification by grace through faith. On the basis of his assertion in 5:20, Paul formulates in 6:1 a possible objection in the form of a question: "What then shall we say? Should we remain in sin in order that grace might abound?" That this question concerns a central problem in Romans is shown by the fact that the objection on which it is based is already referred to in 3:8, then dropped until Paul has laid the foundation of his argument, then taken up in a fundamental way in chapter 6. The question of 6:1 is repeated in slightly different form in vs. 15. There have been some attempts to discern a distinction between the question in vs. 15 and that in vs. 1, and therewith a progress in the thought which warrants seeing vss. 15ff. as a new section. If this is so, it might be that the first half of the chapter is concerned to set forth Paul’s interpretation of baptism. But vss. 15ff. do not deal with a different topic than the first half of the chapter. It is not possible, for instance, to say that the first half of the chapter is concerned with the “transfer to the new order of being” through baptism while vss. 15ff. are concerned with the “proper fulfillment of the new life,” for this distinction tears apart what Paul holds together. For Paul the transfer to a new “order of being” means a new way of life in service to a new master, and this fact is already made clear before vs. 15. The idea of obedience as slaves to one of two masters in vss. 15ff. is simply a further development of the ideas of sin “reigning” or “having dominion” and of the necessity of “presenting” oneself in obedience to God rather than sin which we find in vss. 12ff. To be sure, some new terms are introduced in vss. 15ff., and the ends to which the two slaveries lead are made clear. To that extent there is progress of thought, but this consists only in enriching the basic idea of the two contrasting lordships which is already present in vss. 12-14. Therefore, vs. 15 is more a break in the style than an indication of a new section which deals with a new problem. A basic division of the chapter at vs. 15 can not be supported, for the ethical concern of vss. 15ff. is present in the first half of the chapter also. A basic division of the chapter at vss. 11 or 12 must be rejected also. It is true that these verses mark a turning point in Paul’s argument, for with them Paul begins direct exhortation. However, this exhortation is presented as the inference which is to be drawn from the argument in the preceding part of the chapter (vs. 11-οτος; vs. 12-οὐδή). This results in the binding together of indicative (“we died with Christ” — vs. 8; we are “no longer slaves to sin” — vs. 6) and imperative (“reckon yourselves to be dead to sin” — vs. 11; “do not let sin reign” — vs. 12), a connection which is characteristic of Paul’s and which is basic to his argument here. For Paul the imperatives which begin at vs. 11 can no more be separated from the indicatives which precede than conclusion can be separated from premise, and so the chapter can not be divided at vss. 11 or 12 without playing havoc with Paul’s argument. Furthermore, the basic idea of subjection to a master which is developed in vss. 12ff. is already referred to in vs. 6. The assertion there that the believer is no longer a slave to sin because he has been crucified with Christ is Paul’s major concern even in the first part of the chapter. This is shown by vss. 1-2. It is also clear from the way in which the argument develops in vss. 5-10. GUNTHER BORNKAMM has pointed out that there is an interesting parallel between vss. 5-7 and 8-10. Both vss. 5 and 8 move from a conditional protasis with εἰ and indicative, asserting participation in the death of Christ as a condition which is fulfilled, to the conclusion of future participation in the resurrection of Christ. This is supported in vss. 6 and 9 by a closer explanation of what this means, in each case connected to the preceding by a causal participle which is to be translated “since we know...” (vs. 6 — γινώσκω, vs. 9 — καίθετο). The explanation given is in terms of release from the power of sin (vs. 6) or of death (vs. 9). Vss. 7 and 10 then add further support for these assertions in short sentences connected to the preceding by γάρ, in both cases referring to release from sin and its claims. The major difference between vss. 5-7 and 8-10 is that vss. 6-10 focus on the believers’ release from the old dominion while vss. 9-10 speak of Christ’s death to sin and new life to God. Yet these are not two separate things, for it is the assertion of vss. 5 and 8 that the believers’ death is involved in that of Christ. The way in which the basic statements in vss. 5 and 8 are developed in vss. 6-7 and 8-10 makes Paul’s central concern clear. He is interested in the idea of dying and rising with Christ because it implies death to the old dominion of sin and new life to God. This is the point which is important for his argument in this chapter, and the means by which he answers the question of vs. 1. Only vss. 3-4 refer to baptism, and even these verses reveal Paul’s concern to interpret the Christian’s present relation to sin (cf. vs. 4b — “in order that... we might walk in newness of life”). There is no “baptismal section” which can be isolated from the rest of the chapter because it shows an independent interest in a doctrine

1. Romans 6 a. Paul’s Reference to Baptism

---


3 Cp. especially the exhortation in vs. 18 with those in vss. 16 and 19.

4 Cf. I Cor. 6:7; Gal. 5:24.

of baptism. From the beginning to the end of the chapter Paul is concerned with the Christian’s relation to the dominion of sin. Therefore, we must ask this question: What is the function of the reference to baptism in vs. 3-4 within Paul’s basic argument? Why is it that Paul refers to baptism here when baptism as such is not the problem with which he is concerned?

We do not find the most primitive use of dying and rising with Christ as a baptismal motif in Rom. 6. In Rom. 6 Paul speaks of dying with Christ as a past event, but of rising with Christ as future. In Col. 2:11-13 we again find the motif of dying and rising with Christ used in a passage which explicitly refers to baptism. There, however, rising with Christ is spoken of in the past tense. That we find the more primitive form of this baptismal motif in Col. 2 rather than Rom. 6 is shown by the fact that Paul presupposes this past resurrection with Christ even though he chooses to speak of rising with Christ as still future. This is clear from the parallel between Christ’s resurrection and the believers’ walking in newness of life in vs. 4, and from the phrases ἐγείροντας δὲ τὸ θάνατον and ἐνεκρινόντας κοινωνίαν in vs. 11 and 13. Paul appears to be modifying an idea which already had a fixed form rather than creating a new idea. The baptismal motif which Paul uses in Rom. 6 already had a history behind it.

The importance of this is often obscured by interpreting the future verbs in vs. 5 and 8 as “logical” futures rather than real references to future time. The argument for this is based mainly on the assertion that a present participation in new life is presupposed and a reference to the future resurrection would be out of place. JOHANNES SCHNEIDER, for instance, points to the reference to walking in newness of life in vs. 4 and then argues that, since vs. 5 is meant to support this, the future verb can not refer to future time. This argument can not be accepted. There is no reason why Paul had to use a future verb in vs. 5b if he were not really referring to the future. ἐνεκρινόντας would have expressed a logical conclusion as well as κοινωνίαν. Furthermore, in vs. 8 Paul makes quite clear that this is a real reference to the future by the addition of πρότερον. This shows that life with Christ is an object of faith, not of sight. The sentence continues by referring to Christ’s release from the dominion of death through his resurrection. This is something which the believers have not yet experienced. The parallel between vs. 5 and 8 would indicate that vs. 5b is also a real reference to the future.

It is not true that a real future makes no sense in the context. Paul’s thought here is more complex than SCHNEIDER realizes. This is shown by three considerations. First, the dominion of death is very closely related to the dominion of sin, and 5:21 and 6:9 show that the thought of death’s lordship, to which the Christian is still subject, is not far from Paul’s mind. Second, it is no great step for Paul to move from a reference to present participation in newness of life to a reference to the future resurrection, as he does in vs. 4-5. For Paul these are two aspects of the Christian’s participation in eschatological life, and he can easily move from the one to the other, as he does in II Cor. 4:10-14 and Phil. 3:10-11. Third, there is, nevertheless, a good reason why there is no reference in the Pauline homologomena to rising with Christ as a past, accomplished fact. SCHNEIDER asserts that walking in newness of life presupposes that the believer has already risen from the grave. So it does, and yet Paul chooses to speak of participation in Christ’s new life only as something which is now in progress as part of a life open to the attacks of the powers of the old dominion, or as something which is still future. We must now investigate Paul’s reason for speaking in this way.

I Cor. 10:1-13 shows that Paul had occasion to oppose a view of the sacraments which regarded them as a guarantee of salvation. Against this view Paul warns of the judgment which awaits the evildoer, and points out that it has fallen even on those who were baptized and partook of spiritual food. “Et him who thinks that he stands take care lest he fall” (vs. 12). It was not only in connection with the sacraments that Paul found it necessary to caution the believers in light of the future. Paul was involved in a wide-ranging battle on this point. An important part of the battle against his opponents in Corinth was waged over the question of whether this sober caution was necessary or whether salvation was already given in the present in such a way that one had nothing left to do but glory in it. Thus Paul exclaims in I Cor. 4:5, “Already you have been satisfied! Already you have become rich! Without us you have begun to reign!” and goes on to contrast the apostle’s life of suffering and dishonor to this false fulfillment. Paul also deals with his suffering as an apostle in II Corinthians, interpreting it there in terms of dying and rising with Christ. Through his suffering Paul continues to participate in Christ’s death, and this is a check against any “boasting.” This caution against boasting in what one already possesses contrasts sharply with the attitude of the opponents, who are “puffed

---


7 Cf. Rom. 8:10-11, 18-25.

8 Cf. p. 9.

9 Cp. I Cor. 4:5-13 with II Cor. 11:1-9, 4:7ff., 12:7-10, Gal. 6:14, and Phil. 3:7ff. as they are interpreted in this study, and see especially pp. 88-90.
up" because of their "knowledge" and spiritual gifts. Since this caution is expressed by means of the motif of dying and rising with Christ, which is used to emphasize that Paul still participates in Christ's death and so must look to the future for a resurrection with Christ beyond what he knows now, it is not surprising that Paul avoids referring to rising with Christ as a past, completed fact in Rom. 6. The believer participates in the new life in the present, but Paul is careful to make clear that it does not become the believer's possession. It is realized through a continual surrender of one's present activity to God, a walking in newness of life, and at the same time it remains God's gift for the future. Both of these aspects make clear that the new life remains in God's control, and the future verbs in Rom. 6:5 and 6:8 play their part in bringing this out. Thus, the tense of these verbs is important to Paul, and they are not to be dismissed as "logical" futures.

The recognition that Paul, in avoiding reference to a past resurrection with Christ, is modifying an idea which already had a fixed form points as toward an answer to the question posed above. Why does Paul refer to baptism in Rom. 6 when he is not concerned with baptism as such? This reference to baptism must have contributed to the development of the basic ideas with which Paul wished to work. For this to be the case, the theme of dying with Christ must have been already connected with baptism, so that taking up this theme brought with it the reference to baptism. It is likely that the connection of this theme with baptism was present not only in Paul's mind, but much more widely in the tradition of the early church. The reference to baptism furthers Paul's argument only if the connection of dying with Christ and baptism is one which is generally accepted. Elsewhere Paul introduces a reference to baptism in order to support his argument (cf. I Cor. 12:1, Gal. 3:27). It is likely that Paul refers to baptism in Rom. 6 because he believes the idea of dying with Christ in baptism is known and accepted by the Roman Christians, so that through it they can be led to understand Paul's conception of the relation of the believer to sin.

This is supported by the form of Paul's argument. The significance of the phrase "do you not know" in vs. 3 has been much discussed. Hans Lietzmann asserts that ἡ ἁγιωτάτη and ἡ ὑπόκτητη refer "stets auf bereits Bekanntes" and uses this as one argument that dying and rising with Christ in baptism was "Gemeindeglei bahçe." 11 11 It is striking that the word ὑπόκτητη occurs six times in I Cor., but only once in the rest of the New Testament. The noun occurs at II Cor. 12:19 for further discussion of the "Heilsbewußtheit" of Paul's opponents in Corinth see Walter Schnackenburg, Die Gnosis in Korinth, Göttingen 1956, especially pp. 145-158.


14 Heilsgeschichte, pp. 29-30. Similarly Wagner, Das religionsgeschichtliche Problem, pp. 292-93. Wagner points to the σῴζω at the beginning of vs. 4 as an indication that Paul begins there to add his own interpretation. However, there is no shift in basic idea from vs. 2 to vs. 4. Rather, the σῶματος is an emphatic way of expressing what is already implied in vs. 3. Cf. pp. 29-24, 34.

15 In the revised edition of his work, Schnackenburg recognizes that Rom. 6:1-14 "is motivated by an ethos-parentic point of view," but still holds that in vs. 6-8 Paul "manifestly offers his own views." Cf. Baptism, pp. 32, 136, 143.

16 Section 372.
crucifixion of "our old man" with Christ is also presented as something known by and acceptable to the reader although this idea has not previously been mentioned. In vss. 8-9 we have exactly the same pattern of argument as in vss. 5-6: first a conditional sentence with εδώρεται and indicative, and then, attached to it, a causal participle (εἰκόνεται). The latter refers to a corollary of Christ's resurrection; the former to an idea which is equally certain to be accepted by the reader; the believer's death with Christ. The basic pattern of argument in vss. 8-10 is clear. The conclusion which Paul wishes to assert is that believers are no longer slaves to sin (vs. 6), and that they may and must "walk in newness of life" (vs. 4), a present participation in life which is connected with the full participation at the future resurrection (vss. 5, 8-9). It is this conclusion which answers the questions posed in vss. 1 and 15. To reach this conclusion Paul argues from an idea which he believes his readers will know and accept from their acquaintance with baptism, the idea that the Christian has already died with Christ. We have seen that θάνατος Χριστοῦ in vs. 3 cannot be merely a means of polite pedagogy; for Paul is not concerned here to supply new information about baptism but to argue against certain false conclusions from his doctrine of justification by grace. It cannot refer only to a general connection between baptism and the death of Christ, for in the following verses Paul uses the believer's death with Christ as the premise from which he can argue. We must conclude, then, that Paul is using in this chapter an interpretation of Christian baptism which is known beyond his own churches.  

b. The Two Dominions

In order to understand what Paul means by dying and rising with Christ, we must investigate the related idea of the two dominions. The contrast between two dominions and their lords is not only basic to the whole of Rom. 6, but is also a feature of all of the passages discussed in this study, and the use of the eschatological phrase "the fullness of time." This same eschatological release from the law is the subject of Rom. 7:4 and Gal. 2:19, where Paul uses the motif of dying and rising with Christ.

The term "two dominions" is chosen because Paul sees man's situation as characterized by two sets of powers which "reign" or "have dominion over" men. However, it should also speak here of two "aions." The term "aion" is less true to the terminology of the passages discussed in this study, but it has the advantage of making clear the eschatological setting of this pattern of thought. Paul uses eschatological patterns of thought not only to refer to what is to take place in the future, but also to speak of what has taken place through Christ. The old world is characterized by the reign of certain demonic powers. But something has already happened to change this. Men have already been freed from these powers and placed under a new Lord. Paul understands this change in eschatological terms. It is a change from the old world to the new world, from the old aion to the new aion. It is to this change that Paul refers when he speaks of dying with Christ as a past event. The eschatological associations of dying with Christ are especially clear in Gal. 6:14 and II Cor. 5:14-17. These passages will be considered in their proper place, but it is important to have this point in mind if we are to understand the full significance of the two dominions referred to in Rom. 6.

We must now take a closer look at the variety of ways in which Paul develops his thoughts concerning the two dominions in Rom. 6. The pattern of thought which is used most extensively is that of subjektion to a lord. In vs. 8 Paul speaks of serving sin as a slave. From that point on the idea of subjektion to a lord dominates the chapter, appearing in various forms. In vs. 9 it is stated that death is no longer lord over Christ (κυρίων). The complementary relation of κύριος and δοῦλος shows the connection of this thought with vs. 6. The same term reoccurs in vs. 14 with sin as the lord. In vs. 12 the image is varied to the extent that sin is thought of as ruling as king (βασιλεύωντα). To this corresponds a relation of obedience (vs. 12), and in vs. 16-17 this becomes specifically the obedience of slaves. In vs. 18 there is again a slight variation, for here Paul seems to be thinking of two warlords who receive the service of their soldiers. The term δοῦλος can, of course, mean simply "tools" as well as specifically "waeporn," but the latter translation is preferable in the

---

15 It will be shown on pp. 52-54 that the idea of "old" and "new man" also belong to baptismal tradition.
16 Mark 10:28-29, in language which probably stems from the early church but is independent of Paul, brings out a connection between baptism and death and between Jesus' death and resurrection and suffering of his disciples. This is not equivalent to dying with Christ in baptism, but it is close. On this passage see Pius Lusberg, La typologie baptismale dans l'ancienne eglise, Uppsala 1942, pp. 283-284. Otto Künzli, "Zur Frage einer vorpaulinischen Todestaufe," Münchener Theologische Zeitschrift 4 (1959), pp. 1-17, attempts to refute LUSBerg's position.
17 Gal. 4:2-5 brings out these eschatological associations. Note the cosmic background of the thought, the law being associated with the "elemental powers of the world," and the use of the eschatological phrase "the fullness of time." This same eschatological release from the law is the subject of Rom. 7:4 and Gal. 2:19, where Paul uses the motif of dying and rising with Christ.
men are under sin (3:9), and by the fact that it is spoken of as entering the world (5:12), where it and death then reign (5:14, 17, 21).

The change which takes place when men are freed from their slavery to sin involves a change of masters. Now men are enslaved to God. The new dominion corresponds to the old in that it is ruled by a lord who has power over his slaves. Vs. 19a probably indicates a certain uneasiness in Paul’s mind about referring to the new aeon as slavery. Elsewhere Paul brings out the difference between the old slavery and the new situation of the Christian by speaking of the latter as adoption to sonship (Rom. 8:15, Gal. 4:4-5), or as freedom (II Cor. 3:17; Gal. 5:1, 18). However, he also speaks elsewhere of “belonging to Christ” (I Cor. 15:20; Gal. 3:21, 24), and of being “slave of Christ” (Rom. 1:1, I Cor. 7:22, Gal. 1:10, Phil. 1:1, cf. also I Cor. 8:20 and 7:22). Furthermore, he does not give up the image of slavery at Rom. 6:19. Indeed, it is essential to his argument in this chapter. It is a key part of the theological basis of Paul’s ethics. The Christian cannot lead a life of sin while under grace just because the new master, like the old, has a complete claim to his service and holds him in his power. In the new aeon as well as the old he stands under a master who commands him and acts through him. Paul adds vs. 19a not because the idea of slavery is false, but because it does not cover all that Paul would wish to say. It is not easy to explain what is both slavery and freedom at the same time.

The idea that man’s existence is characterized by the rule of certain powers has parallels in the world of which Paul was a part. Karl Georg Kühn has pointed out that there is a connection between Rom. 6 and the section of the “Manual of Discipline” of the Qumran Community which has been entitled “The Two Spirits in Man” (iii, 13—iv, 26). There we find a dualism of two spirits who exercise dominion over their respective “sons.” The dominion of the one spirit is expressed through evil acts on the part of men, and will lead to eternal perdition. The dominion of the other spirit is expressed through good acts on the part of men, and will lead to eternal blessedness. We find these same conceptions in Rom. 6. Related ideas are also found in “The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs,” where Beliar is spoken of as one who can “have dominion over” men. Paul also takes up ideas from an anti-cosmic dualism, 

ther other passages in which the term occurs in Paul’s letters, and so is to be preferred here also. Related imagery occurs in vs. 22. ὁμοίωσις are first of all the rations or wages of a soldier, though the word could be applied to compensation for other services, and χέριμα, in contrast, may refer to the special grant which a new lord sometimes made to his soldiers after coming to power. In vs. 13 the soldiers “present themselves,” i.e., place themselves at the lord’s disposal. The same idea is applied to the slave in vs. 16 and 19. Vss. 14b and 15 are related in that being “under” law or grace also implies submission. From vs. 10 on, the image of slavery dominates the argument to the end of the chapter. In emphasizing this Paul is developing one version of the relationship indicated by all the images mentioned in this paragraph. This is especially apparent when vss. 13 and 19 are compared, for what is said in the one with reference to service as a soldier is said in the other with reference to service as a slave.

From vs. 10 on, the argument is structured in almost monotonous fashion through the parallel contrast of two lords. Of all the verses from 10 to 22, only vs. 12, which is simply the first clause of vs. 13, and vs. 21 do not show this parallel contrast. There is some variation in the names of the opposing masters. On the positive side we find grace (vss. 14-15), obedience (vs. 16), righteousness (vss. 18-20), and, especially, God (vss. 10-13 and 22-23). The references to God as ruling Lord begin and end the section which puts the two lords in contrast, and it is basically God to whom one is enslaved when enslaved to grace, obedience, and righteousness.

The description of the other lord is much more constant. Throughout the chapter, with only a few exceptions, it is sin. In vss. 19-26 sin is opposed to obedience and righteousness. There the fact that it is transgression of God’s law, disobedience of God, comes into play. But even there the importance of the idea of slavery to sin shows that something more is in Paul’s mind. This other aspect comes out especially clearly in vss. 16-17 and 22-23. The references to God as ruling Lord begin and end the section which puts the two lords in contrast, and it is basically God to whom one is enslaved when enslaved to grace, obedience, and righteousness.

The idea that man’s existence is characterized by the rule of certain powers has parallels in the world of which Paul was a part. Karl Georg Kühn has pointed out that there is a connection between Rom. 6 and the section of the “Manual of Discipline” of the Qumran Community which has been entitled “The Two Spirits in Man” (iii, 13—iv, 26). There we find a dualism of two spirits who exercise dominion over their respective “sons.” The dominion of the one spirit is expressed through evil acts on the part of men, and will lead to eternal perdition. The dominion of the other spirit is expressed through good acts on the part of men, and will lead to eternal blessedness. We find these same conceptions in Rom. 6. Related ideas are also found in “The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs,” where Beliar is spoken of as one who can “have dominion over” men. Paul also takes up ideas from an anti-cosmic dualism, 

18 Cf. 1 Cor. 10:4—στάλα τῆς σκοτεινίας; II Cor. 6:7—translate “weapons of righteousness for offense and defense;” Rom. 13:12—σφ. Eph. 6:11.

18 Cf. pp. 81—82.
22 Cf. Reszen 4:11; Stevenson 7:1; Dan 4:7; Asher 1:3—5; Benjamin 3:1; Judith 20:1-5; and Egon Brandenburg, Adam und Christus, Neukirchen 1965, pp. 23—29.
as we see in Gal. 4 3-9. In such thought the “elements of the world” take on a demonic aspect and hold men in slavery\(^28\).

In Rom. 6 17 Paul connects the motif of dying and rising with Christ to the idea of the two dominions. In fact, he does so even before vs. 6. It is important to recognize that the basic idea of the two dominions, which is developed in vs. 6ff. in connection with the idea of dominance by a lord, is expressed by other patterns of thought as well. We must now consider these patterns of thought.

In vs. 2 we find the construction ὄπεθάνουμεν ἐν ἰδίατι, which reoccurs in vs. 10 and 11 and is contrasted with ζητεῖν ἐν ἱστορίᾳ. These datives are usually interpreted as datives of advantage and disadvantage\(^24\). This is correct as far as it goes, but BLASS-DEBRUNNER, who also treat these constructions under the heading of “Dat. commodi et incommodi,” add a remark which is important. After noting that some of Paul’s constructions with this dative are very free, they remark with respect to a number of verses, including Rom. 6 10-11, that the dative expresses “mehr den Besitzer.”\(^25\) That such an implication is present is clear from the context in Rom. 6, where sin and God, to whose advantage or disadvantage one dies or lives, are not beings of the same level as the one who dies or lives, but are slave masters who rule over men. The connection of this construction with the idea of lordship or ownership is not a peculiarity of this chapter. We also find it in Rom. 14 7-9, where it is explained that we live or die “to the Lord,” and this is connected with the fact that “we are the Lord’s” and that Christ “exercises lordship over both dead and living.”\(^26\) We will note in the course of Part I that this construction occurs in all of the passages in the Pauline homologomena which refer to dying with Christ as a decisive past event\(^27\), and that this dying is a dying to sin, law, and flesh, the masters which rule over the old world. This use of the dative is the most striking formal consistency of these passages. It makes clear that for Paul dying with Christ means a change of lordship. It means dying to an old master and living to a new one.

In vs. 2 we have another important construction. In the second half of the verse, where we might have expected another simple dative to follow ὄπεθάνουμεν, we find instead ἐν ἱστορίᾳ. This is another example of the way in which Paul refers to the dominion of sin, and so has a place within the idea of the two dominions which we are investigating. The importance of this phrase becomes clear when we see that the idea of living “in” sin is part of a broader Pauline pattern of expression. We find similar phrases elsewhere in connection with the contrast between the two dominions. Often it is one of the powers which rules over these dominions which is the object of the preposition. In Gal. 2 17 Paul speaks of being justified “in Christ.” This stands in contrast to being justified “in law” (Gal. 3 11, 5 4; Phil. 3 6). This phrase might simply have an instrumental sense. However, Rom. 3 19 shows that it can mean something more than that\(^28\). There certain people are described simply as “those in the law.” This is what characterizes them. This is what determines their existence. The law is related to sin as one of the powers which holds men in bondage in the old aeon (Gal. 3 29-4 7). “Fleshy” is another of these powers, and we find the phrase “in flesh” used in a similar way, especially when it is contrasted to existence “in Spirit” (Rom. 8 9, 7 5-6). The connection of this form of expression to Paul’s idea of the two dominions is clear. The two dominions are different because they are ruled by different powers. It is the powers operative in the dominion which determine its nature, which mark it off from another dominion where other powers are operative. Such a dominion is a power field. It is the sphere in which a power is at work. Since Paul sees human existence as being determined by such powers, this existence can be characterized by speaking of it as “in sin,” “in law,” “in flesh,” or “in Spirit.”

Paul’s use of the phrase “in Christ” is extensive and complex. It is clear, however, that any interpretation of this phrase must give serious attention to its close relation with the phrases discussed in the preceding paragraph, for “in Christ” also refers to action or existence as it is characterized by a particular power, the power of Christ and his saving acts\(^29\). Thus, it can be used to refer to the new existence of the Christian in contrast to his previous existence in the old dominion (Rom. 8 1-2, II Cor. 5 17, cf. I Cor. 1 20). It is used in this way in Rom. 6 11 and ss, where it is attached to the second member of the contrast between the two dominions, their masters, and their rewards, and indicates that the new life is a reality in the dominion...


24 Cf. e.g. SCHNACKENBURG, Heilsgeschehen, p. 23. \(^22\) Section 128.

22 Dying “to the Lord” in Rom. 14 7 does not mean the same thing as dying “to sin” in 6:2, for in the latter case this dying means release from subjection. Nevertheless, the dative refers to a master in both cases.

21 In Gal. 5 25, however, the dative may have more of an instrumental sense.
determined by Christ and his saving acts. In a few passages a further nuance seems to be present. As we will see in the course of this study, Paul can express the fact that existence in the new dominion is determined by Christ and his saving acts by speaking of Christ as a corporate or inclusive person. Those in the new dominion are determined by Christ, for Christ is the new dominion. The phrase “in Christ” is open to this additional sense. Thus in Gal. 3 Paul argues that the believers are “seed of Abraham” because they are included in Christ, the one seed (3:16, 28-29). Those baptized have “put on Christ” (vs. 27). This means that the differences which divide people who have been born in two different worlds have now been overcome, for they now form one person. “You are all one (man)” in Christ Jesus” (vs. 28). Vs. 27 makes clear that the inclusive unity which the Christians enter is Christ himself, and this is what vs. 28 also wishes to say. They form one person because they are included in Christ, and the phrase “in Christ Jesus” is added just to make this fact clear. The same phrase has the same function in vs. 28. In this sentence it is not the complement of πῦρτος, for Paul does not use the preposition ἐπί to indicate the object of faith. Furthermore, the phrase “in Christ Jesus” is picked up again in vs. 28 in another sense, as we have seen. “In Christ Jesus” is added in vs. 28 to make clear that the status of Christians as sons of God is a derivative one, based on their inclusion in Christ. This is the basic thought in this passage, and in both vs. 26 and 28 the phrase “in Christ Jesus” serves to emphasize this point. We see, then, that this phrase can, on occasion, carry the idea of participation in Christ as inclusive person. In the course of Part I it will be shown that the motif of dying and rising with Christ is also connected with this idea.

In contrast to living in sin (Rom. 6:9), the believers “walk in newness, which consists in life” (vs. 4). Here the eschatological background of the contrast between the two dominions comes out. The sphere in which the believers walk is described as “newness” in contrast to the preceding oldness, i.e., the old aeon. In Rom. 7:6 the two dominions are again referred to in terms of “oldness” and “newness,” and we will see that the phrase “our old man” in 6:8 is also involved in this contrast of the two dominions.

30 Note the masculine συ. Something more than the simple idea of unity is expressed here. Cp. I Cor. 9:8 ( neuter).
31 This connection is rejected in the commentaries by PIERRE BONNARD, ERNEST DE WITT BURTON, ALONSO REEFER, and HEINRICH SCHLIER, ad loc.
32 In Rom. 3:25 ἐπὶ σώσεως ἀποκάτασθεν modifies ἀνασκευάζειν. Eph. 1:14, 15 and Col. 1:14 are possible instances, but cf. SCHLIER, ibid.
33 Cf. AL. B. 15:22, Rom. 12:5.
34 Epexegetical genitive. So also BORKKAMM, Ende des Gesetzes, p. 38, n. 9.

The preceding section brought out the importance of the idea of the two dominions in Rom. 6 and investigated some of the patterns of thought by which Paul expresses that idea. The investigation of Paul’s use of dying and rising with Christ in Rom. 6 will carry us further into Paul’s thought on this point, for Paul connects this motif with the idea of the two dominions. In Rom. 6 Paul is not simply concerned with the two dominions, but with the decisive transfer of the believers from one dominion to the other. The believers were enslaved to sin, but now they stand under a new master. This change has taken place through dying with Christ. The motif of dying and rising with Christ is important to Paul because it brings out this decisive transfer and connects it to the death and resurrection of Christ. Dying with Christ means dying to the powers of the old aeon and entering into a new life under a new power, as the explanatory comments added in vs. 6, 7 and 8-9 to the assertions of vss. 5 and 8 make clear. And this change of lordship is bound up with the death and resurrection of Christ.

But how are we to understand this assertion that the believers have died with Christ? This direct connection between the death of Christ and a death on the part of the believers has greatly bothered the interpreters, who have attempted to understand it in various ways. Some point to a relation with the pagan mysteries. Some Roman Catholic scholars develop this relation in a positive manner and speak of the sacramental “presence” of the death and resurrection of Christ in the “cult mystery.” Other scholars speak of “passion mysticism.” Another refers to a unique possibility of “contemporaneity” with the salvation events by means of the removal of the barriers of time and space. Another emphasizes the present, pneumatic communion of the believer with Christ in a present “salvation event.” Others interpret Rom. 6 as a continuation of the

34 Cf., e.g., HANS LIETZMANN, An die Römer, pp. 57—68.
36 ADOLF DEISSMANN, Paul, pp. 181—83; JOHANNES SCHMIDT, Die Passionsmystik des Paulus.
37 WILHELM TRAUTSCOTT HAHN, Das Mitsterben und Auferstehen mit Christus bei Paulus.